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ABSTRACT 
We propose a new general formulation for calibrating a Multiport 
Network Analyzer (NWA), which requires at least only one fully 
known two port standard and one partially known load (i.e. a 
sliding load). In principle, since only one fully known two port 
component is required, the multiport NWA should reach an ac- 
curacy higher than an ordinary two-port NWA whose calibration 
relies on more than one standard. Experimental results confirm 
the high accuracy of the multiport (a 2 3) NWA, trhough the 
verification of commercially available two port standards. 
INTRODUCTION 
Several authors have already dealt with the problem of 
multiport (n 2 3) network analyzer calibration by extend- 
ing usual algorithms, developed for 2-port systems to n-port 
port test-sets [l, 2,3]. Recently the authors and others intro- 
duced a new solution for a true multiport test set hardware 
and a calibration technique which uses commercially avail- 
able one or two port standards [4]. The chosen error model, 
presented in [4], does not take into account the leakage error 
but corrects for the swicthing network error. An iterative 
procedure for the standard connections was used but the 
potential redundancy offered by an n-port system was not 
considered. 
A detailed study of the multiport system redundancy 
leads to a novel calibration theory which requires only one 
fully known two port standard and one partially known load 
to perform the overall n-port calibration. 
The formulation is based on a single general equation 
which links the standard or the DUT scattering parameters 
and their corresponding measurements to a suitable set of 
error coefficients. To solve the calibration problem any com- 
binations of standards can be used so as t o  give enough linear 
independent equations (4n-1) of the general type introduced 
here. 
This feature allows the user t o  fit in an optimal way the 
actual characteristics of the test-set, such as the connector 
type or the device port geometry. 
In particular, the unique fully known standard can be a 
thru, i.e. a simple connection between two test ports, while 
the partially known one can be a sliding load. Thus no air- 
line, match or short circuit standard components are required 
to calibrate the n-port NWA. 
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In principle the reduced number of standards should in- 
crease the overall accuracy of the multiport test set to respect 
to 2-port systems. To verify this assumption, the three-port 
test-set shown in figure 1 was calibrated by this new pro- 
cedure, and was used to verify high precision coaxial two 
port standards, since 3-port standards are not commercially 
available. 
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Fig. 1. Block diagram of a three-port S-parameter test-set 
CALIBRATION PROCEDURE 
As developed in [4], an actual multiport NWA can be 
seen as an error-free NWA which measures the raw scattering 
matrix S, and a set of n 2-port networks, i.e. the error boxes, 
which tie the ideal NWA with the DUT as shown in figure 2 
Each error box is defined by a pseudo-scattering matrix E;, 
w h e r e i = l ,  . . . ,  n :  
[41. 
epO e?' 
= [ e:o .Il ] 
In a multiport system the error coefficients are collected in 
four diagonal matrices: 
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Fig. 2. Generalized model of a multiport test set 
After some matrix algebra, which is develeoped in full 
detail in [4], one gets: 
S m  = roo + rol [I - srll]-' srlo (3) 
where I is the n-dimensional unit matrix and S is the scat- 
tering matrix of the multiport DUT. 
The new development is based on the introduction of the 
following matrices: 
and 
Further algebraic treatment on equation 3 leads to: 
The de-embedding equation according to this notation be- 
comes: 
s = ~ ( s ,  - roo)(rlls, - A)-'K-' (7) 
The aim of calibration procedures is to compute K ,  roo, 
Equation (6), can be also seen as n2 scalar equations of 
rll and A from a proper set of standard measurements. 
the form: 
(8) 
6;jk;eY + C;=:=, S;qkqeySm~ - SjkjAj - k;S,ij = 0 
(i,j = l , . - . , n )  
where 6;j is the Kronecker symbol (6,j = 1 if i = j else 
6,j = 0) and k; =K;; = ejL/epl (i = l , . . . , n )  . Note that 
kl 1. 
Equation (8) is a general relationship which links error 
coefficients, standard or DUT S;j parameters and their corre- 
sponding measurements Sm;j. This equation can be applied 
to each standard measurement, apart from the number of 
ports and their connections. 
Since equation 8 is linear in a proper set of error coeffi- 
cients, the solution of the calibration problem relies on a set 
of 4n - 1 independent equations such as the set (8). 
The unknowns can be rearranged in a vector U as follows: 
U ,  = k,ep ( ; = I ,  ... ,n) 
0 U, = kt...netyn (i = n + l;.. , 2n) 
U ,  = kt-2nA,-2n (i = 2n + 1 , . . . , 3 n )  
u , = ~ - J ~ + ~  ( i = 3 n + 1 , . . . , 4 n - 1 )  
A set of 4n - 1 linear independent equations is a set of 
simultaneous equations of the form: 
N u = g  (9) 
which defines the whole calibration problem. 
Vector g contains only elements connected to the mea- 
surements (i,e. S,ij) or zeros, while the elements of matrix 
N contains also information related the standard S;j param- 
eters. There are several ways to build matrix N, once we use 
all fully known standards. 
With fully known standards, N is fully defined and the 
solution of (9) is straighforward: 
U = N-'g (10) 
This new approach lets the user combining whichever 
standard connection procedure he prefers in order to match 
the connector requirements of the DUT. 
In three-port case the following simple standard connec- 
tions provides enough independent equations to calibrate the 
system: 
1. sliding load at port 1 
2. thru between port 1 and 2 
3. thru between port 1 and 3 
4. thru between port 2 and 3 
An usual sliding load procedure applied to port 1 gives 
the directivity term ED of the reflectometer at port 1 [5], 
thus the first equation of the linear system (9) becomes: 
eO,O = ED (11) 
The thru connections provide 12 equations but only 10 of 
them are linearly independent as shown from a QR matrix 
decomposition on the submatrix of N built from the twelve 
equations of the thru. 
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Since three port standards are not available, the 3-port 
test set was verified by an accurate validation of coaxial 
APC7 one or two port standards. 
Since each two port device can be connected in several 
ways to the multiport NWA every figure reports two traces 
which identify the whole spread of measurements obtained 
for the same DUT connected in all the 3 possible ways. 
A comparison on a 20cm airline measured by this new 
technique and by a commercial 2-port NWA calibrated with 
a TRL algorithm is shown in figure 3. The slightly different 
plots for SI1 could be ascribed to the small differences on the 
reference impedance of the TRL line versus the sliding load 
line. 
Figure 4 shows the transmission S-parameters of a 30dB 
standard attenuator measured between port 1 and 3. 
C O N C L U S I O N  
A multiport network analyzer was used to verify coax- 
ial standard components. The high accuracy given to the 
system by this new calibration procedure discloses a new 
application of multiport system to metrologic, and for high 
accuracy measurement of multiport devices. 
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Fig. 3a. 20cm Coaxial Airline S-parameters 
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Fig. 3b. 20cm Coaxial Airline Group Delay 
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Fig. 4 30dB Attenuator Transmission S-parameters 
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